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Portland cement powder, ground from much larger clinker par-
ticles, has a particle size distribution from about 0.1 to 100 lm.
An important question is then: does particle shape depend on
particle size? For the same cement, X-ray computed tomography
has been used to examine the 3-D shape of particles in the 20–60
lm sieve range, and focused ion beam nanotomography has been
used to examine the 3-D shape of cement particles found in the
0.4–2.0 lm sieve range. By comparing various kinds of com-
puted particle shape data for each size class, the conclusion is
made that, within experimental uncertainty, both size classes are
prolate, but the smaller size class particles, 0.4–2.0 lm, tend to
be somewhat more prolate than the 20–60 lm size class. The
practical effect of this shape difference on the set-point was as-
sessed using the Virtual Cement and Concrete Testing Labora-
tory to simulate the hydration of five cement powders. Results
indicate that nonspherical aspect ratio is more important in de-
termining the set-point than are the actual shape details.

I. Introduction

PORTLAND cement powder, ground from much larger clinker
particles, has a wide particle size distribution (PSD), from

about 0.1 to 100 mm. An important question is then: does par-
ticle shape depend on particle size? When one is modeling ce-
ment particles and their transformation via hydration into a
three-dimensional (3-D) microstructure, one needs to know if
any shape dependence on size needs to be addressed as one
builds 3-D models.

Many properties of composite materials composed of a ma-
trix with particulate inclusions depend, with different degrees of
sensitivity depending on the property, on the 3-D shape of the
inclusions.1–4 Concrete (cement1water1sand1gravel) shows
this same character at different length scales. At the millimeter
length scale, there is a mortar (cement1water1sand) matrix and
coarse aggregate inclusions. The shape of coarse aggregates is
treated in the ASTM standards.5 At the micrometer scale, the
cement paste (cement1water) matrix of concrete is a composite
composed of cement particles in a matrix—water—which then
dissolve and react to form new phases. Because cement particles

dissolve and react, losing shape information at later ages, the
effect of cement particle shape is most clearly seen at early ages,
where reaction can be controlled by nucleation on cement par-
ticle surfaces and where setting is controlled by percolation of a
solid network that bridges cement particles. Both specific surface
area and percolation questions are known to be dependent on
particle shape. A model investigation of the effect of particle
shape on early age hydration has been carried out, and an effect
was clearly seen—according to the model, the nonspherical par-
ticles had more hydration at the same early age than did
the spherical particles.6,7 Because a sphere has the minimal sur-
face area for a given volume,4 any change of cement particle
shape away from spherical will increase the surface area to
volume ratio and thus the early age reaction kinetics. The effect
of cement particle shape on early age concrete rheology may
also be important.8

However, there are no standard shape tests for cement par-
ticles. Particle size techniques like laser diffraction interpret each
size class as spherical particles. While it is known that non-
spherical shape can bias the sizes found with this technique,9 one
cannot, at this point, get quantitative information about shape
from this technique.10–13

A recent study14 has investigated particle shape differences
between different cements that were ground similarly in a ball
mill. This study demonstrated that there is a dependence of par-
ticle shape on cement particle mineralogy, when comparing par-
ticles of the same size as judged by identical sieving. One could
imagine that there might also be a dependence of particle shape
on particle size, since, for example, the smallest particles
are simply small chips off larger particles, so they might tend
to have a more angular shape than larger particles that have
been rounded off by losing such small chips. As the smaller
particles tend to hydrate faster than larger particles, because of
their larger surface area to volume ratio, any shape difference
from the larger particles could interact with this size difference,
further influencing early age reaction kinetics.

To investigate particle shape dependence on particle size
requires that one be able to quantitatively evaluate 3-D particle
shape over a wide range of size. The shape information avail-
able from X-ray computed microtomography (CT)14 does not
cover a sufficiently wide size range, since a particle must be at
least 10 voxels wide to get reasonably accurate shape information,
and the smallest voxel size commonly available, on machines like
the synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory14 or ESRF in
France,15 is around 1 mm or slightly less. That limits the smallest
cement particle to be about 10 mmwide, and cement particles are
usually o60 mm. Recent dual focused ion beam work16–18 has
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enabled 3-D images to be made of cement particles in the size
range of 0.4–2.0 mm. Again, this is not a wide enough size range
for the question of shape dependence on size to be determined.
However, by combining these two techniques, used on the same
cement ground in a ball mill, one can compare particles whose
size differs by a factor of 10–100, probably a large enough
size difference to see any effect of particle size on particle shape.
Note that particles from 2.0 to 20 mm in size are neglected in this
study, as no experimental technique that could access 3-D par-
ticle shape in this size range was available to us at the time of this
study. It is possible that this cement, if prepared in a roller mill
instead of a ball mill, might give somewhat different shape re-
sults, but investigation of this is beyond the scope of this paper.

In this paper, spherical harmonic techniques19,20 are used to
analyze each image data set and compute many shape-related
parameters. The practical effect of this shape difference on set
point is approximately assessed using the Virtual Cement and
Concrete Testing Laboratory (VCCTL)21,22 to compute the hy-
dration of five cement powders, all with the same chemistry, and
having a variety of shapes: spheres, rectangular boxes, and real
shapes from the two size classes studied. Further understanding
of particle size versus shape relations for cements will give in-
sight into experiments where particle size matters, and will aid in
the development of cement hydration models that take particle
size and shape directly into account.23,24

II. Experimental Procedure

(1) X-Ray CT

In CT, X-rays penetrate a 3-D sample at many different angles
and the absorption is measured. A computer-based reconstruc-
tion technique then makes gray level images, where each image
is a slice of the sample and the contrast in gray levels is caused by
the different X-ray absorption properties of the materials in
the sample, which usually are caused by density differences.25 A
cubic voxel 1 mm in dimension was used for the CT results in this
paper.

The resulting 3-D image, made by stacking the many 2-D
images of the sample, is a gray-scale image that needs to be
segmented to produce the final binary image containing the ag-
gregates. In this paper, the 3-D images considered are of a dis-
persion of cement particles in epoxy. In the segmented 3-D
image, details below the voxel size have been lost, and it is pos-
sible that the volume of the particles in the image could be a little
smaller or a little larger than reality, due to the choice of thresh-
old used in the segmentation process, which was chosen so that
the binary image closely matched the original gray scale image.
Each sample in general had a different threshold, which depends
on sample preparation, cement composition, and X-ray CT
equipment settings. The gray scale also differed between indi-
vidual cement particles, due also to mineralogical differences
between particles. These interparticle differences were lost when
preparing segmented particle-epoxy binary images, since only
overall particle shape was studied, not particle interior details.
For larger particles whose volumes could be easily experimen-
tally measured, the processed CT data did give an accurate value
of particle volume.20

(2) Focused Ion Beam Nanotomography (FIB-NT)

FIB-NT is a high-resolution 3D-imaging technique that is based
on an automated serial section procedure.18 A gallium ion beam
is used to erode layers as thin as 20 nm. The electron beam is
then used to acquire images from freshly exposed planes in a
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) mode. In this way, a stack
of images can be produced in a repetitive procedure. Since the
distance between the single layers is in the same range as
the pixel resolution of the images, the entire stack of images be-
comes a voxel-based data volume.

For all serial sectioning methods, the precision of the milling
procedure is the main factor that limits the overall resolution. In
FIB-NT, the resolution in the z-direction (i.e., the resolution

perpendicular to the SEM imaging plane) is dependent on both
the interaction depths of the gallium ions used during FIB mill-
ing and of the electrons used during SEM imaging. As the di-
rection of ion-milling is parallel to the x-y plane (in-plane
milling), this geometry significantly reduces the depth penetra-
tion of the gallium ions. Therefore, the amorphization of the
surface layer, which is the main milling artifact, is limited to a
depth of only a few nanometers. In addition, this amorphization
does not significantly destroy the initial material-density con-
trast in the sample and hence the material microstructure can
still be resolved by SEM/backscattered electron (BSE) imaging.
More critical for the resolution in the z-direction is the depth
penetration of the electrons during SEM/BSE imaging. The
effect of electron depth penetration on resolution is difficult to
quantify as it is dependent on several parameters such as the
acceleration voltage, the material density, and mean atomic
number. Nevertheless, tests with spherical SiO2 nanoparticles
confirm that particle shapes with curvature radii in the 100 nm-
range can be reliably resolved when FIB-NT is performed in
combination with low energy electron SEM-imaging.18

Finite size effects are a major problem for inhomogeneous
samples, as the imaging window (i.e., the analyzed volume) is
strongly limited at high magnifications. Thus, magnification has
to be adapted according to the object size to include a statisti-
cally meaningful sampling from the population of particles. In a
previous study16,17 of the same cement used in this paper, differ-
ent grain size fractions were analyzed (d50 ranging from 2 to 9
mm) at different magnifications (voxel resolution ranging from
32 to 74 nm). For quantitative analysis of the FIB-NT data,
special procedures have been developed for accurate object rec-
ognition (separation of particles in densely packed microstruc-
tures) and for stereological correction of truncation effects at the
volume boundaries.17

(3) Spherical Harmonics

3-D voxel data generated in any fashion (e.g., X-ray CT,19 laser
range-finding or Ladar26) can be used to generate spherical har-
monic functions,19 which can then be used to create a smooth
approximation to the function r(y,f), which is the distance from
the center of volume to the surface in the direction given by the
spherical polar angles (y,f). Using this function, one can com-
pute any geometric quantity of the particle like volume, surface
area, or moment of inertia.19,20,27,28 One caveat is that the par-
ticle must be star shaped.19

The spherical harmonic mathematical analysis relies on Eq.
(1), which states that any sufficiently smooth function r(y,f),
where y and f are the azimuthal and polar angles of 3-D spher-
ical coordinates, can be written as a series of spherical harmonic
functions, where the Ynm are the complex spherical harmonic
functions and the anm are complex coefficients29:

rðy;fÞ ¼
XN
n¼0

Xn
m¼�n

anmYnmðy;fÞ (1)

Strictly speaking, the series in Eq. (1) becomes exact only as
N-N. However, like 2-D Fourier series, a finite value of N is
usually found to give an adequate approximation of a given
function, within some specified uncertainty limit.

Using a numerically determined r(y,f) function from a 3-D
voxel image of a single particle, derived from the CT images or
from the FIB-NT images, one can accurately determine the first
N5 20 or so coefficients in Eq. (1), which are usually enough to
satisfactorily represent the particle. In the cases studied in this
paper, the values of accurate N range from N5 16 to 26, with
most cases having a value of N of about 20.

(4) Materials and Sample Preparation

FIB-NT analyses were performed with seven different grain
size ranges of an ordinary portland cement (OPC CEMI 32.5R,
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Lafarge Cement U.K., Oxon, U.K.).z Number 1 contained the
smallest particles and number 7 contained the largest particles.
These grain size fractions were separated from the dry cement
powder by air classification (Alpine MRZ2, Hosokawa, Alpine
AG, Augsburg, Germany). For each fraction, 10%, 50%, and
90% fractiles were determined by laser diffraction (Malvern Ze-
tasizer 4, Malvern, Worcestershire, U.K.), using 5-min ultra-
sonic treatment in ethanol. For the seven size ranges, the 90%
fractiles (90% by mass of the particles were smaller than this size)
were: 1–2.4, 2–4.6, 3–8.8, 4–15.0, 5–24.0, 6–34.0, and 7–45.5 mm.16

The samples for FIB-NT analysis were prepared by compact-
ing the dry powders (size fractions number 1 to number 5) at
moderate pressures in a small cylinder (5 mm diameter, 10 mm
height) and then impregnating the samples with epoxy resin. The
two largest size fractions, number 6 and number 7, were not
used in the FIB-NT measurements. The subsequent grinding
and polishing steps were identical to those used when preparing
scanning electron microscope samples.

Details about the CT sample preparation are given in Erdo-
ğan et al.9. The cement from the largest size range, number 7,
was mixed with epoxy, after having first been sieved to remove
particles o20 mm in size, as determined by the sieve opening.
Smaller particles, which cannot be adequately resolved (those
smaller than about five to 10 times the voxel size), complicate
image processing because they appear blurred. It was found that
slow mixing resulted in fewer air bubbles, and placing the sam-
ples in a vacuum for 2–3 min eliminated any remaining large
bubbles. The epoxy mixture was inserted into small plastic cyl-
inders of diameter 3–5 mm. The amount of particles in the mix-
ture should not exceed a volume fraction of about 15%. Higher
contents caused problems with image processing (e.g., too many
touching particles) and a sufficient number of particles of a cer-
tain type can be characterized with one scan at this concentra-
tion. The heights of the specimens were 20–60 mm; however, this
value could be much lower as the part of the specimen scanned
was often o2 mm high.

III. Size and Shape Parameters

The size of a spherical particle is precisely determined by one
number, its diameter, and of course its shape is known precisely.
Other known-shape particles like ellipsoids and rectangular par-
allelepipeds are similar but require three numbers to define the
size and shape. For an irregular particle, like all cement parti-
cles, there is no one number or even a small set of numbers that
can precisely quantify the size and shape. There are, however,
several ways to approximately assign a single ‘‘size’’ number to
an irregular particle. One way is to compute the diameter of a
sphere that has a volume equal to that of the irregular particle.
In this paper, this diameter is termed the volume equivalent
spherical diameter (VESD), and is used as a convenient but
nonrigorous way to classify particles by size. Another way is to
use a sieve analysis, and use the range between sieves to define
the size. Sieve sizes are often thought of as equivalent spherical
diameters. The two VESD ranges that we are considering are
0.4–2.0 and 20–60 mm.

One can try to define three numbers to characterize an irreg-
ular particle: the length, the width, and the thickness.5,20 The
length (L) is defined as the largest straight-line surface point-to-
surface point distance on the particle. The width (W) is defined
similarly, except that it must be perpendicular to the length. The
thickness (T) is also defined similarly, except that it must be
perpendicular to both the length and the width. L, W, and T
define some kind of equivalent rectangular parallelepiped for the
irregular particle, or they could be interpreted as the axis lengths
of a tri-axial ellipsoid. If L5W5T, then the particle is similar
in some way to a sphere or a cube, i.e., it is equiaxed. By defi-

nition, ToWoL. IfW is significantly larger than T, and L�W,
then the particle tends to be oblate. If W�T but L is signifi-
cantly larger than W, then the particle is somewhat prolate. In
this paper, the computed values of L and W are normalized by
the value of T, forming two independent, dimensionless ratios
for each particle: L � L=TandW �W=T, called the normalized
length and width.

IV. Results

There were 1665 particles reconstructed and analyzed from the
FIB-NT results, and 749 particles taken from the CT results,
both taken from the same cement but from different size classes.
One simple comparison to make between the two sets of parti-
cles is between the average normalized lengths and widths
(hQi5 average of Q). A range in length and width was expected
for each particle set, so that the standard deviation for each av-
erage just shows the kind of variability each particle set showed.
For the FIB-NT particles, hLi ¼ 2:06� 0:61, while for CT the
average length was 20% smaller, hLi ¼ 1:71� 0:35. The stan-
dard deviation divided by the average is 0.3 for the FIB-NT
particles, while this ratio is 0.2 for the CT particles, indicating a
narrower distribution for the CT particles. For the widths, FIB-
NT gave hWi ¼ 1:42� 0:27 while CT gave hWi ¼ 1:35� 0:23.
These results were much closer, only a difference of 5% and with
nearly identical ratios of standard deviation to average.

Additional insight can be gained by computing and compar-
ing the distribution functions for the normalized lengths and
widths. The normalized distribution function for a individual
particle parameter P, f(P), is defined such that f(P/) dP/ is equal
to the number fraction of particles whose value of P lies between
P/ and P/1dP/. The number fraction is defined as the fraction of
the total particle number, and the integral of f(P) over the limits
of P is equal to unity.

Figure 1 shows the distribution functions for L for both sets
of particles. Clearly, the distribution function for the smaller
FIB-NT particles is wider and peaked at a larger length value,
consistent with the average and standard deviation of the par-
ticle lengths. Figure 2 shows the normalized distribution func-
tion for the widths. Notice that the distributions seem almost
identical. Each curve is somewhat ‘‘noisy,’’ due to the fairly
small number of particles used to compute the curves. A larger
number of particles would reduce this noise and give a smoother
curve.

If the assumption is made that, for the dimensionless width
and length, the distributions have the same functional form, one
can use the Student t-test30 to show that both of the parameters
for the dimensionless width and length distributions, mean

Fig. 1. The length distribution for the two particle size classes, in terms
of number fraction. The two particle size classes are referred to by the
technique that was used to image them. CT, computed tomography;
FIB, focused ion beam.

zCertain commercial equipment and/or materials are identified in this report in order to
adequately specify the experimental procedure. In no case does such identification imply
recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
nor does it imply that the equipment and/or materials used are necessarily the best available
for the purpose.
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and standard deviation (square root of the variance), have
o1% probability of being the same, so that statistically, these
parameters are probably different for the CT and FIB-NT sets
of particles.

A more qualitative look at the shape differences between the
two particle size classes expression ‘‘more prolate’’ can be ob-
tained by considering Figs. 3 and 4, which show theR ¼ hL=Wi
values for each particle in each size set. The FIB-NT average
value of L/W was R ¼ 1:46� 0:35, while the CT average L/W
value wasR ¼ 1:27� 0:18, indicating that the FIB-NT particles
are more ‘‘prolate’’ than the X-ray CT particles.

Figures 5 and 6 are similar to Figs. 3 and 4, but show, for
each particle, the ratio of the maximum principal moment of
inertia to the minimum principal moment of inertia, Imax/Imin.
The moment of inertia tensor is defined for a particle in any
classical mechanics textbook,31 and the details of how to com-
pute this for particles represented by a spherical harmonic series
have been given.19 The principal moments of inertia are defined
to be the diagonal elements of the tensor after it has been diag-
onalized (I1, I2, I3). The ratio of the maximum (Imax) to the
minimum (Imin) values has been used previously as a measure of
particle anisotropy.17

It appears from Figs. 5 and 6 that the moment of inertia ratio
shows a larger difference between the particles than does the
length/width ratio in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that the average value
of Imax=Imin � I for the FIB-NT data is I ¼ 2:27 ¼ ð1:51Þ2,

where 1.51D1.465 the average value of L/W for this particle
size range, and for the CT data, I ¼ 1:795 ¼ ð1:34Þ2, where
1.34D1.275 the average value of L/W for this data set. So for
these random cement powder shapes, the relationship between
I and R is roughly quadratic, i.e., I � R2. This quadratic re-
lationship has been found analytically for rectangular boxes and
triaxial ellipsoids (see Appendix A). This approximately qua-
dratic relationship between L/W and I explains why Figs. 5 and
6 seem to indicate that the value of I shows a more prolate
character for the smaller particles, since I is approximately a
square of a number greater than one.

V. Model Hydration Comparison of Different Particle Shapes

One reason for studying how cement particle shape depends on
cement particle size is to see how particle shape differences could
affect hydration results. The smallest cement particles tend to
hydrate more quickly than do the larger particles, because of
their larger ratio of surface area to volume (S/V). As mentioned
above, a previous study7 had explored the effect of particle
shape on hydration and microstructural formation in cement
paste using the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) VCCTL21,22 hydration model, which is built upon a
previous NIST model, CEMHYD3D.32 In this previous study,7

the range of the cement PSD used extended down to 1 mm. The

Fig. 2. The width distribution for the two particle size classes, in terms
of number fraction. The two particle size classes are referred to by the
technique that was used to image them. CT, computed tomography;
FIB, focused ion beam.

Fig. 3. Length to width ratio for particles with volume equivalent
spherical diameter (VESD) between 0.4and 2.0 mm (focused ion beam
nanotomography [FIB-NT]), R ¼ hL=Wi ¼ 1:46� 0:35.

Fig. 4. Length to width ratio for particles with volume equivalent
spherical diameter (VESD) between 20 and 60 mm (CT), R ¼ hL=Wi
¼ 1:27� 0:18. CT, computed tomography.

Fig. 5. Ratio maximum to minimum principal moment of inertia for
particles with volume equivalent spherical diameter (VESD) between
0.4 and 2.0 mm (focused ion beam nanotomography [FIB-NT]),
I ¼ 2:27� 1:3.
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VCCTL hydration model is a 3-D digital model, with a resolu-
tion of 1 mm/voxel.33 The smallest particles, say less than about 5
mm, did not have their shape faithfully represented, since it takes
about five voxels to 10 voxels across a particle to represent the
shape with acceptable accuracy.19,20,28 In fact, the 1 mm parti-
cles, which were the smallest particles included, were only one
voxel in size and thus a perfect cube. There are certainly real
particles with L�W�T, but in the VCCTL hydration module,
there are a few percent by mass of these single voxel particles,
which is larger than in reality. However, the comparison in
Bullard and Garboczi7 was between spherical particles and
real-shape particles, so a difference was still seen, because all
the particles do start reacting at early-age, even though smaller
particles, with their larger surface area to volume ratio, are
consumed first.

For this paper, an accurate comparison of hydration behav-
ior between the two particle shapes studied, FIB-NT and CT,
was desired. However, this comparison was hindered by the fact
that the two particle shape sets were at much different sizes and
so would have different hydration behavior. Since the only in-
terest was in the effect of particle shape differences on hydration
behavior, model particles were prepared at equal volume and at
sizes large enough so that the shape was faithfully reproduced
in the digital image model. Systems of size 2003 were employed
to minimize finite size effects, and the set point was computed as
the degree of hydration when the cement and any hydration
products percolated through cement—C–S–H—cement con-
tacts.34 The effect of voxel resolution on set point was not ex-
plored, since particle shape was the focus, so all systems had the
same resolution of 1 mm/voxel.33 All results were averaged over
five configurations for each shape set, and the standard devia-
tion of the set point for each shape set was calculated based on
these five independent results. A random arrangement/place-
ment of cement particles was used, with no attempt made either
to flocculate or disperse the particles.32

The PSD used for all particle shapes was an artificial one,
with no small particles and no particles larger than one eighth
the size of the system, to avoid finite size effects.35,36 The PSD
was based on five spheres, with diameters equal to 10, 14, 18, 22,
and 24 mm, at a voxel size of 1 mm. The mass fractions of each
size class were 0.12, 0.23, 0.3, 0.22, and 0.13, from small to large
diameters.

Five different particle shapes were used: (1) spheres, (2)
FIB-NT particle shapes, (3) rectangular boxes with similar L,
W, and T statistics as the FIB-NT shapes, (4) X-ray CT par-
ticle shapes, and (5) rectangular boxes with similar L, W, and
T statistics as the CT shapes. For the nonspherical particles,
the exact same particle volumes were used, so that in all the
systems simulated, there was exactly the same number of

particles, with exactly the same volumes, but with different
shapes. The rectangular boxes were included to see which
mattered more: the irregularity of the real shapes or the fact
that they were angular and nonspherical. For the boxes based
on the real particles, values of L and W were uniformly and
randomly picked from the ranges L � D, W � D where D is
the appropriate standard deviation, and then the volume of
the box was scaled to match the PSD. The same process was
carried out for the boxes based on the CT shapes. A spherical
harmonic series was derived and used for the boxes, so that
all particles used were treated equally. For the boxes, using a
spherical harmonic series representation meant that the cor-
ners were rounded to some extent.19 A water:cement mass
ratio (w/c) of 0.50 was used for all mixes, and all the simu-
lations were run on the same computer, a desktop PC using
Linux and running VCCTL 7.0. All the hydration simula-
tions used isothermal conditions (T5 231C) and saturated
curing.

Table I summarizes the set point behavior of all five systems.
The second column is the degree of hydration, averaged over the
five independent systems, at which 40% of the solids belonged to
a percolated cluster. This point has been shown to correspond
closely to initial set as indicated by the Vicat needle test.37,38 The
actual point where the model would have a nonzero shear mod-
ulus would be at a degree of hydration slightly less than this
point. The second column indicates the average degree of hy-
dration when 95% of the solids belonged to a percolated cluster.
The uncertainties quoted are 71 SD from the mean of five mi-
crostructures, each of which was hydrated once. The degree of
hydration where 40% of the solids are part of a percolated or
connected cluster show that, within the quoted uncertainties, the
spheres act differently from the other particles, which all have
very similar behavior. The set points are given in terms of degree
of hydration, not time. If they were given in terms of time, then
the smaller surface area of the spherical particles might have
played a role, with a smaller early age reactivity giving a longer
set time, but using degree of hydration takes out this variable.
Therefore the only differences in Table I reflect differences in
particle shape.

It is possible that the more prolate particles, the FIB-NT
particles and boxes, need a slightly lower amount of hydration
for set to occur than the X-ray CT particles and boxes (see Table
I), but this difference is small and is within the uncertainty limits.
In another kind of percolation problem, randomly overlapping
ellipsoids of revolution required a smaller volume fraction of
particles to percolate as the particles became more prolate.39 In
particular, it is quite clear that the boxes modeled on the real
particles and the real particles themselves have nearly identical
set point behavior in the two comparisons that can be made in
Table I.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

For the same cement that was ground in a roller mill, the VESD
size ranges of 0.4–2.0 mm and 20–60 mm were compared. 3-D

Fig. 6. Ratio of maximum to minimum principal moment of inertia for
particles with volume equivalent spherical diameter (VESD) between
20 and 60 mm (computed tomography [CT]), I ¼ 1:80� 0:4.

Table I. Numerical Set Point Results for Hydration
Simulations

Particles a (0.4) a (0.95)

Spheres 3.670.1 6.170.2
mCT 3.270.1 5.070.3
Equivalent box 3.270.1 5.170.2
FIB-nt 3.070.1 4.870.2
Equivalent box 3.170.3 4.770.3

The second column is the average degree of hydration at which 40% of the

solids belonged to a percolated cluster. The third column indicates the average

degree of hydration when 95% of the solids belonged to a percolated cluster. mCT,
microcomputed tomography; FIB-NT, focused ion beam nanotomography.
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images were obtained using a dual focused ion beam technique
for the smaller particles and X-ray CT for the larger particles.
By using the same spherical harmonic analysis technique for
both image sets, various shape parameters were computed and
compared.

The clear conclusion was that although both sets of particles
tended to be prolate, hLi > hWi, the smaller particles were
more prolate than the larger particles, with a greater average
length and a greater average length to width ratio. The average
widths were much closer, so that almost all the difference in the
average length to width ratio came from the greater average
length of the smaller particles.

The exact reason for this difference is not known, although it
probably arises from the grinding of the much larger clinker
particles, since all size cement particles participate in this pro-
cess. It is possible that smaller particles arise in the grinding
process by being ‘‘chipped’’ off the surface of larger particles,
which could give rise to more prolate particles. It is also possible
that the added gypsum particles in the cement tend to be
more easily grindable40 and split into smaller pieces, and thus
could have formed a larger mass percentage of the FIB particles.
This shape difference was small but real, given the uncertainties
involved in the experiments and their statistical analysis.
It was noted that the values of the ratio I of the maximum
principal moment of inertia to the minimum principal moment
of inertia tended to be higher than the ratio R of the length to
the width of the particles. This was because, as was demon-
strated in Appendix A for an exact case, I tends to be roughly
proportional to the square ofR. One must keep this fact in mind
when using only I or R to evaluate shape differences between
particles.

One practical effect of this small but real average shape
difference was seen by preparing model particles, with identi-
cal PSDs, with spherical, CT, FIB-NT, and boxes that roughly
followed the FIB-NT and CT length–width statistics. The only
difference between the five sets of particles was shape. It was
found that spheres took a significantly larger degree of hydra-
tion to reach the set point, but the other shapes all took about
the same amount of hydration, within numerical uncertainty.
From this it is concluded that as model particles with the cor-
rect overall shape geometry are prepared, the exact shape will
not affect the model results for set point. Therefore, perhaps
one does not have to prepare model particles, at least in the
size range of 0.4–60 mm, whose shape depends on size. This
conclusion is based on one kind of cement, but this conclusion
is expected to hold for other cements, since cement particle
shape, at least for what has been investigated up to now, de-
pends only mildly on cement chemistry.14 However, there
could be other effects of particle shape at early age, including
the elastic moduli, which have not been investigated in this
study.

Appendix A

(A.1) Exact Calculation for a Simple Shape Distribution of
the Moment of Inertia and Length:Width Ratio for Rectangular
Boxes or Ellipsoids

For rectangular box-shaped particles, the exact formulas for
the average value of the ratio of the largest principal moment
of inertia to the smallest principal moment of inertia, denoted
I , and the average value of the length to width ratio, R,
can be calculated. The same analysis will also hold for triaxial
ellipsoids.

Consider the following model particles: rectangular paral-
lelepiped boxes of length (L), width (W), and thickness (T).
Without loss of generality, define T5 1 always (then L and
W are similar to the normalized quantities defined in the paper).
Since by definition, L4W4T, the maximum principal moment
of inertia is a (L21W2), and the minimum principal moment of
inertia is a (W21T2), where a5 1/3 for boxes and 1/5 for triaxial
ellipsoids.21,22 Therefore R and I are defined as follows:

R ¼ L

W

� �
I ¼ ðL2 þW2Þ

ðW2 þ 1Þ

� �
(A-1)

Just from the structure of Eq. (A-1), one might guess that I is
roughly the square of R.

A simple probability distribution for L andW is that pairs of
(L, W) values are uniformly distributed in the region L1oLo
L2, and W1oWoW2, subject to the requirement that L � W.
The possible region is portrayed graphically in Fig. A1, where
the allowed region, of area A and shown in gray, lies inside the
solid black lines.

Based on Fig. A1 it is simple to calculate A as the area of the
entire rectangle minus the area of the right triangle with a
dashed outline:

A ¼ ðL2 � L1ÞðW2 �W1Þ �
1

2
ðW2 � L1Þ2 (A-2)

so that P(L,W)5 1/A is the uniform probability distribution for
this case. Note that when W25L1, the second term is zero as it
ought to be. When W2oL1, the second term in the area is
dropped.

To do the various integrals needed to calculate R and I , one
integrates over the complete rectangular area in Fig. A2, then
subtracts the integral over the dashed right triangle. The inte-
grals that define R and I are:

R ¼ 1

A

Z L2

L1

dL

Z W2

W1

dW
L

W
� 1

A

Z W2

L1

dL

Z W

L1

dW0
L

W0

(A-3)

I ¼ 1

A

Z L2

L1

dL

Z W2

W1

dW
ðL2 þW2Þ
ðW2 þ 1Þ �

1

A

Z W2

L1

dL

Z W

L1

dW0
ðL2 þW02Þ
ðW02 þ 1Þ

(A-4)

Fig. A1. The allowed region (shown in light gray) for the length (L)
and width (W) of the rectangular boxes. Note that the figure is drawn for
the case where W1oL1oW2oL2. If L14W2, then the gray region
would be entirely above the L5W line and would be a simple rectan-
gular shape.
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Equations (A-3) and (A-4) are combinations of elementary
integrals but the results are fairly complicated:

R ¼ 1

2A
L2
2 ln

W2

W1

� �
� L2

1 ln
L1

W1

� �
þ 1

2
L2
1 �W2

2

� �� 	
(A-5)

I ¼ 1

A

L2
1
3L

2
2 � 1

� �
Tan�1 W2ð ÞTan�1 W1ð Þ

 �

þ

L1
1
3L

2
1 � 1

� �
Tan�1 W1ð ÞTan�1 L1ð Þ

 �

þ

L2W2 � L2W1 þ L1W1 � 1
3 L2

1 þ 2W2
2

� �
þ

2
3 ln

W2
2
þ1

L2
1
þ1

� 

2
66666664

3
77777775

(A-6)

A few numerical examples using these equations will be in-
formative. For the first example, use the mean plus and minus
the standard deviation as the upper and lower limits, respec-
tively, of the FIB-NT and the CT numerical results. For the CT
case, this means that L25 2.06, L15 1.36, W25 1.58, and
W15 1.12. For this case, I ¼ 1:7340, R ¼ 1:3057, and the
square root of I is 1.3168, o1% different from the actual value
of R. In the FIB-NT case, L25 2.67, L15 1.45, W25 1.69, and
W15 1.15. In this case, I ¼ 2:9068,R ¼ 1:8693, and the square
root of I is 1.7049, o9% away from the value of R. For the
second example, take the following assumptions: L15W15 1.0,
L2/W25 1.6, and then plot R and the square root of I vs. L2 in
Fig. A2. If R and the square root of I were exactly equal, then
the quadratic relationship would be exactly true. Some deviation
between the two curves in Fig. A2 indicate that the relationship
is only approximate, but fairly robust across a range of values of
W2 and L2.
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